
Privacy Policy 
 

The data provided by the Participants for registration and participation to the Event is processed by 
the Bank of Italy (with registered offices in Rome, Via Nazionale n. 91, VAT number 00950501007)  
as independent Data Controller and Codemotion S.r.l. (with registered offices in Rome, via Marsala 
29h, tax code and VAT No. 12392791005) as Data Processor, in accordance with current European 
and national legislation (Reg. (EU) 2016/679 GDPR and Italian Legislative Decree 196/2003 with its 
subsequent amendments and additions). 
Codemotion, as Data processor, will process the data acquired with the application for Event 
registration.  
Such data may be disclosed to employees, collaborators and third parties whose services Codemotion 
uses for the following purposes. 
Data will be collected by the Bank of Italy for the activities related to the performance of the Techsprint 
(e.g. awarding the prize; receiving notifications relating to Event organisation and participation) and 
may be known by its employees, collaborators and third parties. The data will also be disclosed to the 
BIS for the purpose of conducting its tasks under this Regulation.  
The processing will be carried out via methods and procedures strictly necessary to achieve the 
purposes for which the data was collected, either manually or with the aid of IT tools. 
The processing will be carried out directly by the Data Processor or via third parties and service 
providers. 
 
In particular, the following processing activities will be carried out: 
 

a. personal data indicated in the application form will be processed in order to allow for 
participation in the Event; 

b. the data related to each Team (names and surnames of the members, Team name, Team 
contact details, photos/videos of the Team members during the Event, project presented and 
materials produced by the Team) will be processed in order to allow for participation in the 
Event and for promotional purposes. 

 
The processing referred to in (a) and (b) above is necessary for the performance of the Techsprint and 
is based respectively on Article 6(1) (b) – processing is necessary for the performance of a contract - 
and on Article 6(1) (a) - data subject has given consent to the processing - of Regulation (EU) 
2016/679. Data will be processed for the time strictly necessary to achieve the purposes for which 
they have been collected and in any case not exceeding the period of 2 years. 
Data subject has the right to withdraw consent at any time, without affecting the lawfulness of 
processing based on consent before its withdrawal. 
Users may at any time exercise the rights under Articles 15 et seq. of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 
(General Data Protection Regulation - GDPR) by contacting the Bank of Italy's Organization 
Directorate. The Data subjects can exercise their rights sending a written request to Banca d’Italia, 
Organization Directorate, Via Nazionale 91, 00184 ROME, e-mail org.privacy@bancaditalia.it. These 
rights include the right to access their personal data and the other rights granted by law, including the 
right to obtain rectification, integration or erasure or anonymization of data, the right to block the use 
of any data used in violation of the law, the right to object, on legitimate grounds, to the processing of 
personal data. 
For further information, the Data Protection Officer of Banca d’Italia can be contacted at Via Nazionale 
91, 00184 ROME or at the e-mail address responsabile.protezione.dati@bancaditalia.it.  
The Participant also has the right to lodge a complaint with the Italian Data Protection Authority, as a 
supervisory authority, if he/she believes that the processing of his/her personal data is in breach of 
current legislation provisions.  



Cookie Policy 
 

Premise 

This cookie policy is intended to inform users about the type of cookies used by the Site and to provide 
information on how users can manage cookies. The Owner uses technical cookies and analytical cookies 
(collected anonymously), in order to ensure the correct operation of the Site and to improve the use of web 
content by its users, upon user's consent. Thanks to cookies it is possible to guarantee a smoother and 
easier navigation of the Site. The Owner can modify or periodically update this cookie policy according to the 
indications of the DPA and the Opinions issued in the European context by the Working Group pursuant to 
Article 29 of the GDPR. Any modification or update of this cookie policy is effective and is brought to the 
attention of users, as soon as it is adopted, by posting it on the site. Consequently, in case of access to the 
site, users are invited to periodically check the cookie information. 

  

What are cookies? 

Cookies are small strings of files that contain information packets that are stored on the User's computer or 
mobile device every time he or she visits a website through a browser or through a webapp. At each 
subsequent visit, the browser sends cookies to the website that originated them. Cookies can be stored only 
for the time of use of a specific site (i.e. session cookies), or for a longer period of time independent of the 
session (i.e. persistent cookies). 

  

Types of Cookies 

1) Cookies that are necessary for navigation: 

Nature: Technical cookies provided and managed by Skipso LTD. 

Purpose: Cookies are essential to ensure the correct operation of the Site, as they allow the User to navigate 
within it and use its basic functions. In no case do these cookies collect information likely to be used for 
commercial purposes. These necessary cookies are used, among other things, to: 

I. store the data provided by the User during a browsing session in the browser; 

II. keep the User's preferences and credentials active while browsing the Site; 

III. view the contents in the chosen language at each access, recognizing from which country the 
User is connecting (and remembering this setting in future accesses). The Cookies necessary for 
must be activated, for the correct functioning of the Site, as their disabling could prevent, or strongly 
compromise, the possibility of browsing the Site. 

Collected data: data relating to navigation. 

Duration: Session cookies. 

  

  

2) Cookies that are functional to navigation: 



Nature: Technical cookies provided and managed by Skipso LTD. 

Purpose: Cookies are essential to ensure the correct operation of the Site, as they allow the User to navigate 
within it and use its basic functions. In no case do these cookies collect information that can be used for 
commercial purposes. 

Collected data: data relating to navigation. 

Duration: Session cookies. 

  

3) Cookies for analyzing statistics: performance, navigation 

The "Cookie Analytics" are used to detect the performance of the website, the pages visited, the navigation 
times and other information useful for improving the website itself. This activity is carried out using Google 
Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google® which sends cookies to the device used by the 
visitor. 

The information generated by the cookie about the visitor's use of the Site (including the IP address) is 
transmitted and stored by Google®, which uses this information to evaluate the use of the Website by the 
visitor and prepare reports on its activity. 

Google® may also transfer this information to third parties, if required by law, or if the data is processed by 
third parties on behalf of Google®. 

For more information on Google Analytics, you can consult the relative privacy policy for Google Analytics 
(https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/6004245?hl=it). 

  

How to disable cookies by configuring the browser 

If you wish, you can directly manage cookies through your browser settings. Deleting the cookies from your 
browser may, however, erase the preferences that you have set for the Techsprint website. We therefore 
advise you to visit this page periodically to double-check your preferences. 

For further information and support, you can also visit the specific help page for the browser that you are 
using: 

Google-Chrome: https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=it-IT&hlrm=fr&hlrm=en 

Mozilla-Firefox: https://support.mozilla.org/it/kb/Attivare%20e%20disattivare%20i%20cookie 

Internet Explorer: https://support.microsoft.com/it-it/help/278835/how-to-delete-cookie-files-in-internet-
explorer 

Microsoft Edge: https://support.microsoft.com/it-it/help/4027947/microsoft-edge-delete-cookies 

Safari: https://support.apple.com/it-it/guide/safari/sfri11471/mac 

 


